
 

 

INTERIM  SAFETY BULLETIN NO. 120 

‘Accident to a TEi employee - injury while moving load’     

 

 

The company sets annual initiatives highlighting important issues and risks from common activities – a total of ten specific monthly safety bulletins 

were drafted and delivered to all employees raising awareness of the risks with necessary controls. 

 

ECIA   -    RISE AWARD SUBMISSION   -   2014 

TEi Limited – Annual Safety Initiative – Movement of Loads – company delivers specific safety bulletins 

A rigger working on a HP/IP pipeline replacement project suffered a 

broken finger while moving a substantial load in a very restricted space. 

The work involved the use of localised lifting equipment – chain blocks and 

straps – in an area with little free space, many obstacles and uneven floors.  

 

The pipe section to remove was approximately 2 metres long x 400mm 

diameter x 30mm thick and constituted a complicated lift. The task was 

made more difficult by the fact that the pipe need to move  both vertically 

and horizontally to allow for final removal out of the support frames 

(shown in the photo) to a place where it could be taken away from site.  

The two man team positioned themselves at each end of the pipe and 

were able to communicate across the space. They set up a lift in line with 

the plan described by their lift supervisor within the method statement 

using 3 sets of chain blocks – two to lift vertically and one set at the front 

at a slight angle to effect horizontal movement. The IP stood at the rear 

and as the pipe moved away from him he realised it had caught an 

obstacle at the base. He attempted to release this by lifting at the rear set 

of blocks but in so doing placed his hand on the hook at the top of the 

strap. The pipe released itself and went forward in an uncontrolled manner 

trapping his hand against the pipe support frame.  


